Discrete Algorithms [4] , from the 15th meeting in volume 368 of Theoretical Computer Science [7] and from the 16th meeting in volume 5 of Journal of Discrete Algorithms [6] . Selected papers from CPM'08 are expected to appear this year in Theoretical Computer Science. A total of 127 individuals has served in the 18 program committees (including 2009). The size of the PC has increased from ten in the first few years to a record thirty-one for 2009. For the twentieth anniversary of CPM all previous PC chairs were invited to serve as PC members.
Submitted Papers and Acceptance Rates
A total of 460 peer-reviewed papers have been published in the conference proceedings up to 2008 (including the TCS special issue for CPM'90). While the number of accepted papers has been relatively stable over the years, the number of submitted papers to the Symposium varied greatly (see Table 2 ). The maximum number of submission (129) was recorded for CPM'05 held in Korea, and the minimum (26) was reached in 1999. From 1992 to 2009, a total 988 papers have been submitted to CPM. While the average acceptance rate is about 56%, the spread of the distribution is quite wide. The lowest acceptance rate (29%) was recorded in 2005, the highest (81%) was reached in 1999. Table 2 shows the number of submitted papers and the acceptance rates over the years.
Conference Proceedings: An Analysis of Authorship
A total of 597 distinct authors have published peer-reviewed papers in the conference proceedings (including the TCS special issue for CPM'90). Out of these, 393 authors have published only once in the proceedings. There are 97 authors that published twice, 40 authors with three papers, and 25 authors with four. Authors that published more than five papers in CPM are listed in Table 3 . While every effort was made to normalize the names of the author throughout the years, inaccuracies might be still present which might bias the statistics. Table 2 reports the average number of authors for each CPM edition with proceedings published in LNCS. Note that the average is clearly increasing -it was about two authors/paper in the early nineties, and it is currently approaching an average of three authors. The increase in the number of authors is a general trend in the Sciences and has been observed in several disciplines.
We have also carried out an analysis of new authors in each CPM edition. We counted an author to be "new" if he or she had never published in CPM before. Table 2 shows that each year a large fraction of the authors publishing papers in CPM are first-timers. To evaluate the dependency between geographic location and contributions to CPM, we looked at the country of affiliation of authors over the years. More specifically, we counted how many papers have at least one author for a given country of affiliation. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 1 . It is interesting to note that some countries have kept a somewhat steady stream of papers, e.g., Canada, France, UK, Chile. In order to further analyze the relationships between authors, we built the collaboration network G = (V, E) where nodes in V correspond to authors, and (u, v) ∈ E if u and v co-authored a paper in CPM. The graph has a total of 597 nodes and 946 edges, which results in an average degree of 3.18 edges. The resulting network has 114 connected components, of which 40 are single nodes, 39 are components of size 2, 17 of size 3, 10 of size 4 and one/two of size 5,6,7,9 and 11.
The largest connected component of the collaboration network is composed of 348 nodes (see Figure 2 ). In the figure, nodes and label sizes have been drawn proportional to the node degree. There are four nodes with the degree 20 or more: Costas Iliopoulos with 23 links, Amihood Amir with 21, Gonzalo Navarro with 21 and Gad Landau with 20. A high resolution picture of the graph can be downloaded from http:// www.cs.ucr.edu/˜stelo/cpm/. We computed the graph diameter which is the longest shortest path in the graph, the average clustering coefficient which measures the extent to which vertices linked to any given vertex are also linked to each other, and the characteristic path length which is the average shortest path distance between pairs of 
Conference Proceedings: An Analysis of Titles
We carried out a simple analysis of the most frequent words contained in the titles over the years. We considered only one occurrence of each term per title, and merged counts for singular and plural. Not surprisingly, "matching", "algorithm" and "string" are the most frequent terms, with 118, 92 and 81 occurrences, respectively. The word "pattern" appears less frequently (56 times), but not as rarely as "combinatorial" which occurs only three times! Figure 3 illustrates the frequency analysis using Wordle (http:// www.wordle.net/).
Other words that appear more than twenty times in titles are: tree (53), approximate (48), problem (44), sequence (36), alignment (36), suffix (35), common (29), efficient (27), distance (27), fast (26), time (24) , compressed (23), text (22) , linear (22) , two (21), multiple (21) , and dimensional (20) .
When searching for patterns composed by two words, the pairs "string-matching" (50), "pattern-matching" (41) and "approximate-matching" (37) are the most frequent. Other pairs that occur at least ten times are: algorithm-matching (28), approximatestring (26), algorithm-string (22), suffix-tree (17), array-suffix (16), algorithm-tree (16), common-subsequence (15), fast-matching (14) , dimensional-matching (14), dimensional-two (13), compressed-text (13), common-longest (13), matching-two (12), linear-time (12), dimensional-pattern (12), alignment-multiple (12), algorithmproblem (12), algorithm-pattern (12), algorithm-fast (12), algorithm-approximation (12), longest-subsequence (11), alignment-sequence (11), algorithm-efficient (11), expression-regular (10), compressed-matching (10), and algorithm-alignment (10).
We also looked at patterns composed by three words. Six patterns occurs at least ten times, namely "approximate-matching-string" (24) , "algorithm-matching-string" (12) , "dimensional-matching-two" (11), "dimensional-matching-pattern" (11) , "commonlongest-subsequence" (11) and "algorithm-matching-pattern" (10) . The most frequent pattern composed of four terms is "dimensional-matching-pattern-two" (8) . The two most frequent patterns composed of five terms are "dimensional-matching-patternrotation-two" (4) and "compressed-Lempel-matching-text-Ziv" (4).
Conference Proceedings: An Analysis of Citations
Several papers that appeared in proceedings of CPM had a significant impact on the field of computer science, and some are consider to be seminal works. We carried out an analysis of the citation count for each of the 460 published articles using Google Scholar. We should point out that Google Scholar provides merely an approximation for the exact number of citations, and by no means our analysis or ranking should be taken literally. Table 4 shows papers cited at least sixty times as of February 2009, according to Google Scholar. We note that Google Scholar merges citations of both conference and journal version of the same paper when both manuscripts share the same title. The number of citations in the table reflects both conference version and the corresponding journal version (if there is one). However, if the journal version was published with a different title the citation counts are not added, which introduces a bias. The table also includes the number of citations for the journal version of a paper by G. Landau and J. Schmidt initially appeared in CPM'93, and later published with the same title but with an additional author (D. Sokol) in J. Computational Biology.
The list in Table 4 includes 36 contributions ranging from CPM'90 to CPM'03. The top ten most cited articles include two very recent papers on the construction of suffix arrays in linear time. A cursory inspection of the titles in the table reveals a number of contributions related to approximate string matching, selected problems in computational biology (genome rearrangement, haplotyping, multiple sequence alignment, and repeat analysis), and tree matching/alignment, among others. 
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Concluding Remarks
The twentieth edition of CPM in Lille provides an opportunity to reflect on CPM's history and the impact of its research contributions to Computer Science. Most of scientists that shaped the discipline of Combinatorial Pattern Matching are still very active in this research area (see Figures 4 and 5 for a group photo of CPM'92 and CPM'93 participants). At the same time, the community around CPM has grown enough to make it a self-sustaining event, both financially and scientifically. We are certainly looking forward to the next twenty years!
